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The theme for this year’s Historic Preservation Board Calendar is the Colonialtown South Historic District. The Historic Preservation Board decided after the highly publicized movement to designate Colonialtown South that it would be interesting to feature each of the city’s historic districts over the next several years. Because the Colonialtown South Historic District is so newly designated, this calendar is almost documentary in its tone, with many houses yet untouched by renovations. The calendar also features the range of significant architecture in the district, including many of its bungalows and other houses of the 1920s and its significant collection of Post-Depression and World War II era houses. New public works projects, such as the re-bricking of Livingston Street with its bicycle lanes and historic street lights, are proud accomplishments of the neighborhood that are also featured on these pages.

As we look to the future, we hope this calendar will remind you of Orlando’s rich architectural heritage and the important role of historic preservation in retaining this heritage.

The City of Orlando’s Historic Preservation Board has actively pursued the recognition and protection of the significant buildings, neighborhoods, objects and landscapes of our diverse city since 1976. The Board has designated many individual landmarks, as well as six historic districts: Downtown, Lake Cherokee, Lake Copeland, Lake Eola Heights, Lake Lawsona and Colonialtown South. In addition to historic and architectural surveying, designation, architectural review, and public education, the Board and City staff provide valuable technical assistance to owners and developers contemplating the rehabilitation of historic properties in “The City Beautiful.”
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